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Teaching Canadian Literature Abroad 

From “Day of the Butterfly” to “Dear Life” – Childhood and Adult Age Recollections  

From “Day of the Butterfly,” in Munro’s earliest collection Dance of the Happy Shades, run the 

stormy problematic waters of childhood relationships and of children’s frequent intolerance of 

adults, to reach towards her “Dear Life.” 

Now, having Alice Munro declared that she has used up her material
1
 and, yet, having not 

renounced to look back to the hazards of the different ages of life, it seems appropriate to move 

from the repeated search of secrets hidden in “deep caves paved with kitchen linoleum,” (LGW 

210) to focus on the more visible course of those waters, which carry with their debris 

dissatisfactions and failures to communicate, and among their finds precious moments of 

reconciliation. 

A childhood song of ‘Innocence’ if compared to those tales of adolescent ‘Experience’ in the 

collection Who Do You Think You Are, “Day of the Butterfly,” is one story where children’s 

behavior and manners are most ostensibly observed.  

A straight, linear story, far  simpler, less bold and raw, and less dramatic in style, than those to 

come in later collections along the stages-of-life sequence that parallels with certain themes the 

trajectory of Munro’s own life, traditionally patterned with a beginning, a middle and an end, 

smoothly deploying without being arrested or enhanced by the jostling surprise of Munro’s 

characteristic oxymorons, deferrals and prolepsis, nor complicated by suppositional strategies, so 

insistent in “Child’s Play,” or in the second part of “Dear Life,” “Day of the Butterfly” lends itself 

perfectly to EFL teaching situations and offers ways to treat students to elements of the Canadian 

setting and introduce them to Canadian literature.  

Here is how it was retold by an Italian high school student in the 1980s:  

                                                           

1
 See for instance what Munro’s agent Virginia Barber has been reported to have said “every time Alice completes a 

book she opines that it will be her last. She used up all of her materials.” (Marthe Bijman’s website)    



“Day of the Butterfly” is a story told by a first person narrator about grade six schoolchildren 

whose behaviour is observed in the ordinary situations of a Canadian country town school and on 

an extraordinary occasion when they visit their schoolmate Myra in hospital. The first person 

narrator, observer and participant, presents the events and the characters’ physical features, 

clothes, looks and manners with vivid immediacy. 

Thus in clear cut snapshots we see Myra, her delicate brown neck and dark eyes; her brother 

Jimmy with the same narrow body and weary look; their mother Mrs Sayla, with hair crimped in 

black waves, smiling with full lips held together, appearing silently between the limp print curtains 

hung across the back of the store; Mr. Sayla, sitting all day on a stool by his shop window, chewing 

garlic, tufts of black hair around his belly button showing through his open shirt on his swelling 

stomach; exuberant group leader Gladys, a domineering girl with big teeth and early maturing 

bust; Miss Darling, the stiffly solicitous  teacher wearing glasses and resembling a giraffe; Helen, 

the self-conscious country girl, the narrator in later age. 

The characters’ manners, roles in school and expectations in life were shaped by their family 

backgrounds. Gladys Healy’s family status was superior to her peers’: “Mr Healy ran a Dry Goods 

and Ladies Wear and his daughter’s leadership in the class was partly due to her flashing plaid 

skirts and organdie blouses and velvet jackets with brass buttons.”(102) On the other hand, Myra 

was even more out of place in her ‘‘good’’ clothes, glimmering “sadly in sky-blue taffeta, in dusty 

turquoise crepe, a grown woman’s dress made over” (106), in mid-winter, and brought to school 

“the rotten-sweetish smell as of bad fruit” (103) from her family’s grocery, where she expected to  

remain confined even as grown up. The narrator, coming from the country, was the only one who 

carried a lunch pail to school and ate peanut butter sandwiches in the high, bare mustard coloured 

cloakroom, the only one who had to wear rubber boots in the spring when the roads were heavy 

with mud. She claimed to have  greater expectations than Myra, but it must have been equally tough 

for her to fit in with the popular group.  

Even though it is made clear that the children’s behavior was molded by the adults’ society, what 

the story actually deals with is not their possibilities of communicating with parents and teachers, 

but the interrelationship among peers as developed when “the teachers would disappear into their 

room and not bother them.” The ‘other’ and the cruel schoolmates’ victim  was Jimmy Sayla. He 

needed his sister’s help when he wet himself and the other boys, knowing about his shame grouped 

against him, an easy target of their mean mockery. Similarly, his sister was the object of her  

schoolmates’ derision. When asked by their teacher to be nicer to Myra, the schoolgirls followed 

Glady’s  directions, all joining in a ruthless game: “We would walk up to her in formal groups of 



three or four and, at a signal, say together, “Hel-lo Myra, Hello My-ra!” and follow with 

something like, “What do you wash your hair in, Myra, it’s nice and shiny, My-ra.” “Oh she 

washes it in cod-liver oil, don’t you, Myra, she washes it in cod-liver oil, can’t you smell it?” (103) 

The narrator was not immune from the guilt of treachery to the ‘other.’ Being on her own part “in 

danger’’ because of her country background, as well as eager to belong to Glady’s group, she 

“could not afford to be seen walking with Myra.” (104)  But she seized the opportunity to practise a 

superior role, feeling “a pleasurable rush of self-conscious benevolence,” towards her, to which 

Myra responded with her usual “withdrawn and rigid attitude” (104) and most possibly with a 

reinforced sense of alienation. Of no interest to her classmates except as their target of mean 

teasing, Myra unexpectedly became an attraction when Gladys announced that Myra Sayla was sick 

with “Akemia.” The teacher then proposed a birthday party for her to  be held at the hospital. 

Probably in passive response to Gladys’s leadership or because of the excitement of sickness and 

hospitals, or because Myra was entirely set free of all the rules of their lives, the Grade Six girls 

began to talk magnanimously about her and “her party became a cause.” (108) On a sunny 

afternoon when the snow was melting, they all went to the hospital, carrying their presents. Myra 

welcomed them with a voice lighter than ever, expressionless, watching them as she used to watch 

in the school grounds. Soon the buzzer sounded  and the girls put on their coats to go home, Helen 

was kept back by Myra to be offered a leatherette present, a pledge of friendship, an unconvinced 

call for future communication. Helen could only feel uneasy and, soon released from this mildly 

imposed bond by the barriers which now closed about the unknown ether-smelling hospital, said 

good-bye to Myra. 

Helen as a schoolgirl conformed to the group’s general behavior, as a retrospect observer 

illuminates moments of her personal relationship with Myra with detached understanding. The 

revealing episodes in her narration are her encounter with Myra on the way to school and her visit 

to Myra in hospital. The recurring feature in both episodes is the exchange of presents, a special 

moment of awareness and recognition as indicated by the sentence “I realized the pledge, as our 

fingers touched” (106) in the first episode, and “Our fingers touched again” (110) in the second. In 

both cases an act of communication is attempted and abdicated at the same time. 

On giving her token to Myra (a brooch, a little tin butterfly) on the way to school, Helen realizes the 

pledge, Myra gathers the schoolmates’ presents around her, “Fingering them with cautious 

realization, an unexpected pride” (109). Proud of the unexpected access to her schoolmates’ group, 

she is cautious being aware of their previous mockery, which tinges the gifts with guilt. The 

presents are ‘guilt-tinged,’ but they are also called ‘offerings,’ which enhances the connotations of 



mystery, sacrifice and sacredness surrounding Myra “in her high bed, her delicate brown neck 

rising out of a hospital gown too big for her, her brown carved face immune to treachery, her 

offering perhaps already forgotten, prepared to be set apart for legendary uses as she was even in 

the back porch at school” (110). 

The exchange of offerings is tinged by danger and treachery. There is with them the danger of the  

shadow of Myra’s impending death and the possible danger of a new mockery on the part of the 

schoolgirls, now interested in Myra only “as if she were something they owned for their own 

excitement and play”(108). Mainly there is Helen’s treachery: the offering of the little case, a 

pledge of friendship, demanded a promise to participate in her “shadowey,” “dark” future.  But, 

not wanting to be absorbed into that shadow, Helen decides she will give the leatherette away or let 

her little brother pull it apart. On the other side of the hospital barriers encaging Myra, she feels 

released, but she also realizes she is a betrayer: she treacherously retreats into the group’s 

everyday world of tricks and rules, opposing a silent refusal to her pal’s quest for communication 

and perhaps love. 

 The failure to communicate is the most obvious theme dealt with in this story. It finds epiphanic 

revelation in the two exchanges of unwelcomed pledges between Helen  and Myra and objective 

correlatives in the “guilt-tinged offerings” as well as in Myra’s expressionless and withdrawn 

attitude. Such inability, a common place and often unacknowledged experience among peers, here 

mingles with the disquieting sense of the otherness in the form of what is extraordinary and 

unknown - that unpleasant feeling that triggers refusal and withdrawal. Myra and her bother are  

different from the other schoolchildren who wish to comply with the standards of behavior set by 

Gladys and by the dominant adult society: “They look like children in a medieval painting, 

cryptically uncommunicative, suitable for worship or magic” (101), not for sharing and inclusion in 

the group’s games at recess. 

There would not seem to be much to add to this teenager’s reading of a childhood story. The 

unsophisticated analysis confirms that the story can provide young readers with learning material, 

an occasion for vocabulary building as well as a view of a past social and geographical Canadian 

setting.  

It is true that the analysis might be expanded in the classroom through comparisons and connections 

with motifs in other authors’ writing. Young students familiar to literary depictions of the human 

nature as revealed in children will recognize in the story the dual drive to cohesion and aversion 

identified by Russell as “friendship within the tribe and hostility to all others” (Russell 13), which 



they may have observed in Golding’s The Lord of the Flies or other anti-utopian  accounts featuring 

victims of derision and scapegoats of some sort of tribal impulses. The students may have read 

stories from Dubliners, then they may be apt to compare the odours of decay in Myra’s world – “the 

ether-smelling hospital,” or “the rotten-sweetish smell as of bad fruit”- with the “odour of dusty 

cretonne” (Dubliners 67) epitomizing paralysis and death in “Eveline.”  Even more comparisons 

could be made between Joyce’s “open form” and “Day of the Butterfly,” part of a Canadian “open 

form” collection
2
. With no intention to suggest an influence by Joyce on Munro, remembering that 

Munro said “I don’t like Dubliners as much as I admire it” (Struthers 1981, 23), we may recall as 

terms of comparison the motif of the offering, in the form of frustrated intention as in  “Araby,” or 

in the form of refusal as in “The Sisters,” or children’s caution and suspicion regarding their 

different peers’ behaviour - because “children are monstrously conventional, repelled at once by 

whatever is off-centre out-of-whack, unmanageable” (TMH "Child’s Play,” 195) – with a final 

coming to awareness as in “An Encounter,” or we may notice a similarity between the hospital 

barriers closing around Myra and behind Helen, setting her free from the pledge of friendship she 

refused to acknowledge, with  the barrier from which Frank called out  his promise of love and 

freedom to Eveline who set “her white face to him, passive, like a helpless animal. Her eyes gave 

him no sign of love or farewell or recognition” (Dubliners 74).  

All this may be a way of introducing readers to Canadian literature by contrast or comparison with 

other kinds of writing in English. 

But there is more to be observed, and more engaging readings could be attempted.  

Details like the protagonist’s skin colour and her parents’ look would, for instance, allow to see in 

the story the issue of class difference and social attitudes towards immigrants, and the purpose to 

investigate the experience of the person who crosses boundaries set by society to reach out to 

marginalized others. 

Also, as to the style we might mention the influence by journalist James Agee and photographer 

Walker Evans and linger on the way Munro herself emphasized the relationship between 

photography and her visual imagination:  “Now I look at what I have done and it is like a series of 

snapshots, like the brownish snapshots with fancy borders that my parents’ used to take,” she said 

to J. R. Struthers ( 1981, 131); and “All pictures” said the narrator of the Kunstelroman Lives of 

Girls and Women (206), condensing in these two words her intended rendering of the town of 

Jubilee. 
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 For the definition of “open form” see J.R.Struthers, “Alice Munro” in John Moss (ed) Here and Now.   



There are later stories to prove the techniques sophisticated literary critics have recognized in 

Munro’s work: her suppositional strategies, her foregrounding of complexities to be interpreted in 

terms of genotext and phenotext as in the “Found Boat,”(see Sellwood), persistent recalcitrance to 

spell meanings, writing modes to be based on the hermeneutics of suspicion or labeled as 

‘sideshadowing,’ as in Morrison‘s definition (Ferri 2008), or to be seen in the light of Derrida’s 

‘differance’ as well as in relation to Ailsa Cox’ comment on the Bachtinian concept of the 

canivalesque regarding the possibly parodic effect of the representation of the characters’ body and 

attire (ibid), the clash of the oxymoron – which here amounts only to “the excitement of sickness 

and hospitals” and is not so loud-ringing as in “the vague hopes of disaster” excited by the 

approaching Flood in “The Found Boat” (SIM 125),  in “the menace of love” felt in “Fathers” (70), 

in the situations “frightening but solemn and exhilarating as when a boy from our town or street 

would be killed” (CP 72), or in a “face lit up with horror and strange delight” (ibid 77) and in the 

feeling wicked and “triumphing in our wickedness” (ibid 84). 

By the author’s own admission, this, instead, is an early exercise story. In 1981 Alice Munro said to 

J.R. Struthers: “These earlier stories – “The Shining Horses,” “Thanks for the Ride,” “Day of the 

Butterfly,” and “A Trip to the Coast” were exercise stories. […] It’s when I was writing like the 

people I admired. […]. “Day of the Butterfly,” I don’t know about that. That’s such an early 

story”(Struthers 1981, 20-23). 

However, disregarding its author‘s belittling comment, let’s see why “Day of the Butterfly” 

deserves attention by readers who have followed Munro’s course of writing since the beginning of 

her career, assuming that in this simple early story they will recognize much that has remained 

embedded and expanded through her work - recurring motifs which are part of the paramount 

umbrella construction of non communication and revealing silence that she has traced in her fictive 

pictures of the different stages of life.  

In the first place it is to be noticed that “Day of the Butterfly” is inscribed in the territory easily 

recognizable as the author’s ‘little stamp of native soil.’ Here such often commented on source of 

Munro’s writing, unlikely to be ever ‘used up’ in spite of her protestations to the contrary, is only 

hinted in its winter version with quick glimpses of snow landscapes, whereas other stories,  like 

“Boys and Girls” in the same early collection, open into wide vistas of Ontario land and rolling 

fields (DHS 121) or strike us with the bright colours of the “cold blue sky and black pine forests 

and treacherous northern rivers” (111). Nevertheless even these few brushstrokes of a winter season 

do not fail to reveal the primary proving ground of Munro’s genius loci which, to quote Eudora 

Welty, “is as essential to good writing as a logical mind” (Welty 128). 



Also it is worth observing in “Day of the Butterfly” circumstances and details about the characters 

who move on such a soil, Munro’s western Ontario – a fundamental act of the imagination like 

other geographical backdrops in others’ fictions – the sea, the North, the ice.  

Among the figures appearing here and recurring in Munro’s later representations of that terrain 

there is Gladys. With  her exacting manners, Gladys  foreshadows many others: Cora in “Privilege,” 

whom Rose “loved” in Who Do You Think You Are (40), sturdy and handsome Dalhia in “Fathers” 

or Charlene in “Child’s Play,” the school pal who, receiving from her father, an undertaker, the 

confidence of a richer status, was also confident that “anybody would want to do as she asked, not 

just agree”(77). Gladys is the enticing character who makes more self-conscious school mates like 

Helen seek her company and avoid socially lesser and more disquieting pals like Frances, the girl in 

“Fathers” who reminds us of Myra with her challenging, albeit not lethal illness, asthma, and with 

her timid and insistent call for friendship and communication.  

Among patterns in the plot foreshadowing those in later stories there are several to mention: 

the significant encounters between pals on the road, where both the narrator of “Day of the 

Butterfly” (103) and that of “Dear Life” (303) are occasionally given a drive by a passing 

neighbour, part of the distance to school from their country home “at the end of a long road out of 

town” in “Dear Life,” (299) “about a half mile out of town” in “Day of the Butterfly” (103);the 

attempted exchange of presents and rejected offerings - the butterfly shaped brooch by Helen to 

Myra, the leatherette by Myra to Helen - a pattern repeated in “Dear Life” with Diane’s offer to 

teach the fling to the narrator, in “Fathers” with Frances inviting the narrator to her home, in 

“Child’s Play” with Verna’s repeated offering of the peppermints that the narrator hated (76); the 

later arrival or recognition of problematic pals in school –“Diane arrived partway through my 

second year,” remembers the narrator of “Dear Life,” “I do not remember when Myra Sayla came to 

town” says Helen in “Day of the Butterfly;” the shunning of pals of disreputable or less important 

social origin, an attitude towards the unprivileged ‘other’ “in tune with [the adults’] unspoken 

verdict of the time” of “Child’s Play,” […] expressing “some irrepressible gratification and taken-

for-granted superiority […] in the way they mentioned people who were simple, or a few bricks 

short of a load” (76); Miss Darling’s attempt to persuade the Grade Six school girls to be nicer to 

the newcomer Myra (102) - a prolepsis of the counselor in “Child’s Play,” who said to the camp 

girls that “she knew [they] would all do [their] best to make these visitors –these newcomers - 

welcome […], “She was sure, she said, with that familiar warning or upbraiding note in her voice, 

that [they] would all treat this as an opportunity to make new friends” (77); the ambitious mother 

who prevailed on the town trustees and convinced them to accept her daughter in the town school in 



"Day of the Butterfly" (103) – a foreboding of the mother in “Dear Life” who made her husband 

buy an old shed in town so that their daughter could go to the town school (DL 300); the intolerance 

of parents alluded to in Mr. Sayla’s disgusting physical look and the enigmatic appearance of Mrs 

Sayla, as well as in the class’ mocking response to the teacher’s advice, is a motif in nuce which 

will be foregrounded in “Fathers” with Mr.Wainright’s “appalling behaviour” (70), and made 

explicit earlier in “Miles City, Montana,” in the comments at a boy’s funeral: “Children sometimes 

have an excess of disgust concerning adults.” (PoL 116) because of their lumpy shapes and bloated power, 

and because “They gave consent to the death of children and to my death not by anything they said or 

thought but by the very fact that they had made children – they had made me” (140). Possibilities of 

communication with parents are nullified by such disgust, as they are by ‘caution’ in the 

relationship between peers. See Myra’s caution while fingering her presents or the narrator’s 

wariness of Frances in “Fathers,” or of whatever “clings in the way of love” in “Child’s Play.” (77)   

Autobiography sneaks up in the insisted recurrence of the above mentioned patterns of childhood 

life. It is no surprise that it may happen, if we agree with Michael Ondaatje that “we live in those 

retrievals of childhood that coalesce and echo through our lives, the way shattered pieces of glass in a 

kaleidoscope reappear in new forms” (Divisadero 136). Certainly those retrievals would provide a fertile 

ground for psychoanalytic interpretations. Sophisticated literary criticism would also be allowed if we 

applied to those patterns  Bakhtin’s discourse. Bakhtin maintains that “there is a sharp and categorical 

boundary line between the actual world as a source of representation and the world represented in 

the work,” yet he says that it is “impermissible to take this categorical boundary line as something 

absolute and impermeable” (Bakhtin 253, qtd by Ailsa Cox, unpublished paper 2013) adding that, 

because of the mutual exchange between lived experience and the world of artistic creation, “we 

might even speak of a special creative chronotope inside which this exchange between work and 

life occurs, and which constitutes the distinctive life of the work” (ibid).   

I am leaving such interpretational complexities to specialists and I shall simply turn to Sheila 

Munro’s biography of her mother to find proof of the exchange between life and work in the 

pictures of childhood in Munro's narrations. In the first place proof is found in Munro’s own  

several declarations including the introductory note to the last section of Dear Life. 3 

Sheila Munro writes that the stories her mother told about “her childhood back east made her life 

seem inconceivably harsh and full of extremes”(Sheila Munro 162). 

                                                           

3 In “Finale” she writes: “The final four works in this book are not quite stories. They form a separate unit, one that is 

autobiographical in feeling, though not, sometimes, entirely so in fact. I believe they are first and last - and the closest 

things I have to say about my own life” ( 255). 



The extremes of Munro’s life, an ordinary life of a girl growing up on a farm and journeying from 

there towards “the achievement of adulthood. Safety” (CP 80), did not only concern the rigors of 

the “unimaginable Canadian weather” and walking in blizzards “to get to school,” (Sheila, ibid) like 

Helen in “Day of the Butterfly” and the narrator of “Dear Life.” They mainly involved a feeling of 

being in danger.  

The danger, not only coming from outer circumstances, but an inner experience, was probably of 

the same sort as that experienced by Helen and Myra in their commonplace exchange of presents. 

In an early interview to Alan Twigg reported by Thomas Tauski, illumining fictional  childhood 

situations recurring from “Day of the Butterfly” to “Dear Life,” Munro revealed  

Life was fairly dangerous. We lived outside the whole social structure because we  

didn’t live in the town and we didn’t live in the country. We lived in this kind of little 

ghetto where all the bootleggers and prostitutes and hangers on lived. It was a 

community of outcasts.(1) 

“As a child [she] always felt separate,” so that for her own protection, she “always operated in 

disguises.” (ibid.) So needed to do the narrator of “Child’s Play:” “We should find some way to 

disguise you,” (78),  Marlene advised her. And so needed she as a writer, according to her daughter: 

“ She has spoken often of her art for dissembling, for concealment, which, for a writer, can be very 

advantageous, allowing her to remain free and detached almost without a self.” (Sheila Munro, 

111). 

Concealment is actually necessary for a writer, but we must remember Scott’s warning “What  

tangled maze we weave when first we practice to deceive” (Sir Walter Scott, Marmion, 1808). 

Above all we must consider what Alice Munro has to do to entangle us in her disguising maze of 

paradoxes, ironies, deferrals, recalcitrance to spell out meanings. She has to defamiliarize 

ordinariness and use masks, so as to reverse extremes, hide expected feelings, present the grotesque, 

the special, the freakish, the marginal.  

About the presence in her work of freakish and enigmatic figures she admitted some influence by 

the writers of the American South.
4
 More than from literary sources, however, those characters 

seem to have surfaced from a river, The Maitland, running through her native soil, west of 

Wingham, She is reported to have said:   

                                                           

4
 “I loved Eudora Welty, Flannery O’Connors, Katherine Ann Porter, Carson  McCullers. There was [with them ] a 

feeling that women could write about the freakish, the marginal (Interviewed by Jeanne McCulloch, Monna Simpson) 



We believed there were deep holes in the river … I am still convinced that this river – not 

even the whole river, but this little stretch of it will provide whatever myths you want 

[…] this ordinary place is sufficient, everything here is touchable and mysterious. 

(Weekend Magazine (11 May 1974, 33) 

Sheila hypothizes the geographical and hereditary origin of her mother’s imagined world: 

Where did my mother’s powers come from? Environment certainly played a major role, but 

so did heredity […] One of [her] ancestors, Margaret Hogg, had the same extraordinary 

powers of memory and language that my mother developed. Margaret was the daughter of 

Will o’ Phaup (William Laidlaw), […] famous , among other things, for being the last man 

in Scotland to have seen and spoken to the Fairies.”[…] “Is it too far-fetched to link my 

mother’s near photographic memory to her Laidlaw ancestors ? How else can her almost 

freakish memory […] be explained? And surely her storytelling ability, which so often 

relates the everyday to the macabre, the nightmare, even the supernatural, the way ballads 

do, has some affinity with that whole minstrel tradition. (175) 

Whatever source they may have come from, who  are the mythical characters who spring 

from Munro’s soil where the touchable and the mysterious, the everyday and the 

macabre, even the supernatural are related? 

There are two kinds of them: unruly or enigmatic children and Gothic mothers. It is in them that she 

can register signs of the uncanny, the different, the mysterious and the dangers of the disquieting 

alterities that repel and entice. 

Both kinds have urged her to write, probably like the narrator of “Boys and Girls,” who made 

stories for herself when, lying in bed, she was haunted by the mysterious shapes taken in the dark 

by the ordinary furniture of the room, feeling “ in danger, not of physical harm so much as of some 

spell or dark intention.” (DHS, 75). 

One example of enigmatic children are Myra and her brother, resembling “children in a medieval 

painting,” “cryptically uncommunicative.” A characteristic transformation of ordinariness, Myra is 

denied the love and sympathy she craves, so is the snake-looking “Special,” Verna, in “Child’s 

Play,” an extreme case of non communication and aversion which results into an appalling crime.
5
 

So are the ‘gothic mothers’ haunting Munro’s stories who, like undesired childhood pals, call out 

for sympathy from under a mask of disease, or loneliness and alienation, which disguises what they 

used to be, or conceals their secret.  

                                                           

5
 See Laura Ferri,  “Home, Homecoming, ‘Child’s Play.”’ 2007 



In “Friend of My Youth” a daughter who has a recurrent dream of her dead mother wonders how 

she could have forgotten how merry her mother was “before her throat muscles had stiffened and a 

woeful, impersonal mask fastened itself over her features” (qtd in Sheila Munro, 142); in “The 

Peace of Utrecht,” after their mother’s death, Helen (same name as the narrator’s of “Day of the 

Butterfly”) and her sister remember the horror of their mother’s disintegration: “Our Gothic Mother, 

with the cold appalling mask of the Shaking Palsy laid across her features, shuffling, weeping, 

devouring attention wherever she can get it, eyes dead and burning, fixed inward on herself ” (DHS 

200). 

Fictional sick mothers recurring in “Winter Wind,” “The Ottawa Valley,” “Soon” and “Dear Life” 

mirror Alice Munro’s real mother, Anne Laidlaw, in the grips of Parkinson’s disease. Their craving 

for love reflects the anguish of a letter, in possession of Sheila Munro, that Anne Laidlaw managed 

to leave unsigned, and written in pencil, for her daughter a few weeks before she died: 

Dearest Dear, 

I am just so full of love and good wishes that my letter will I fear it will burst at the corner. 

Please write soon (just for me) everything. I find my love and is centred on my children. 

Please write soon. At present I am in the hospital for a general check-up. […] Please write 

(Sheila Munro 135). 

A similar need of filial attention is in Juliet’s mother imploring her daughter to come and visit her in “Soon.”  

The daughters in those stories, withdrawing emotion from their entreating mothers, remind Sheila 

Munro of her own mother Alice. She writes:  

And I see my mother as the daughter in these stories: embarrassed, ashamed, horrified, 

guilty, but standing apart, not letting herself be overwhelmed by pity. Having to save 

herself, resisting something that was false and sentimental, resisting love because love 

means being engulfed.” (Sheila Munro, 140)    

Then she adds: 

It is understandable to me that young Alice shut herself off emotionally from her mother’s 

illness with its particularly isolating and grotesque symptoms, because she feared that she 

would not be able to bear the waves of pity and grief that would engulf her. Maybe arguing 

was more authentic means of communication, a way of cutting through the sentimental 

excesses of “poor Mother” (161). 

Reflections on the mother-daughter dyad in Munro’s fiction cannot evade “the mutual exchange 

between lived experience and the world of artistic creation.” Lived experience can account for the 



fictional daughters’ wariness of “something that clings in the way of love” (Fathers 77) or “of being 

trapped into sympathy or any unwanted emotion” as in “Walker Brothers Cowboy” (DHS 6), that 

is, it accounts for her recalcitrance to express feelings in conventional manners, so that instead of 

revealing sweet longings for love, she makes us fear “the menace of love”
6
 and the weight of its 

bitter lump (FY 26). Similarly, ordinary experience in the Southern Ontario school of Munro’s 

native soil may account for the silence Helen opposes to Myra’s invitation to share in future plays 

and for the way school peers - Frances, Franny, Verna - are fended off by those who fear the 

otherness, the deviation from the dominant group’s common rules and standards. In the various 

narrators’ representations of interaction between peers and in their indictment of parents’ physical 

and moral features, we might even detect a reflection of a personal experience of unexorcised guilt 

after the death of Catherine, the undesired and lost baby, an unrewarding offering, who in  Sheila’s 

recount had Mongoloid features reminding us of Verna’s.
7
  Munro reveals the attraction people with 

such features had on her in “Child’s Play” through the narrator’s intentions in writing a book 

entitled “Imbeciles and Idols:”  

What I was trying to explore was the attitude of people in various cultures – one does not 

dare say the word primitive to describe such cultures – the attitude towards people who 

are mentally or physically unique. The word deficient, handicapped, retarded, being of 

course also consigned to the dustbin  […] not simply because such words may indicate a 

superior attitude and habitual unkindness, but because they are not truly descriptive. 

Those words push aside a good deal that is remarkable, even awesome –another word to 

go by the borders – or at any rate peculiarly powerful in such people. And what was 

interesting was to discover a certain amount of veneration as well as persecution, and the 

ascribing  […] of quite a range of abilities, seen as sacred, magical, dangerous or valuable 

(80).  

                                                           

6 This is a phrase from “Fathers” (70) to compare with similar ones: “I had seen the faces of dying people 

before […] even the face of the man I had been afraid to love” (HFC 77); “What I have been shying away 

from is that it could have been done for love” “(“Before the Change” (TLGW 291); “I would feel an 

impatience with the flowery language, the direct appeal for love and pity. She would get more of that, I 

thought (more from myself, I meant), if she could manage to withdraw with dignity, instead of reaching out 

all the time to cast her stricken shadow” ( FY 24). 

7 […]the baby that my mother lost, the baby named Catherine, the baby that died. My sister Jenny and I knew […] my 

father thought she was a Mongoloid baby because of the way she looked, but really she looked this way because she 

didn’t have any kidneys. […] For my mother the prospect of having to care for a child with Down’s syndrome after 

looking after her mother for all those years would have meant the death of her creative self […] There are no 

photographs of my mother when she was pregnant with Catherine and the death was something she rarely mentioned. It 

wasn’t until I had children myself that I came to understand how she would have been affected by it. For years 

afterwards she had dreams about a lost baby, dreams about leaving a baby girl out in the rain and forgetting about her, a 

theme that crops in the recent story “My Mother’s Dream” (The Love of a Good Woman) (Sheila Munro 42-43) 

 



The range of abilities seen as sacred, magical, dangerous or valuable pertain both to frightening 

Verna and to meek Myra who, in spite of their outer look, are similar to each other in their being 

‘special’ late arrivals into their peers’ lives, one marked by deformity, the other by disease 

(leukemia), the one having an expression of superior “puzzlement” (CP 76) and not being 

‘communicative’ in any ordinary way (75), the other being “cryptically uncommunicative.” They 

pertain as well to the ‘gothic mother’ towards whom Munro has journeyed through her whole work, 

with the purpose “to reach, illumine and celebrate her,” “to mark her off - to get rid of her”
8
 and of 

the problem the grotesque invites us to discover, without ever revealing it. Behind the mask of 

Parkinson’s disease, or disguised by problematic children’s behaviour, we may imagine the same 

awesome power functioning in such a way as to invade and endanger the world of daughters or 

peers and to cause in them even fear of physical contact.
9
 Helen felt that power when she could not 

refrain from calling Myra on the way to school; in an epiphanic vision Marlene saw “Verna making 

her way towards [her][…] slapping at the water with her long hands and smiling, as if her rights 

over [her ] had suddenly been restored” (CP 79); the Ottawa Valley’s ‘gothic mother’ forced her 

daughter to journey towards unrequited communication and continued to loom “too close” and 

weigh “everything down.” (SIB 246) Helen realized that power and the risk of physical contact on 

the exchange of presents with Myra, and Marlene feared being close to Verna: “I just didn’t want 

her to come near me […] If I wanted to go inside to the bathroom, I would have to go so close as to 

touch her and risk her touching me […]What was the problem? Contamination? Infection?”( CP 76, 

77), wondered Marlene. 

If I were to engage a complex discourse beyond an ordinary teenager’s reading, an answer could be 

invoked from Freud’s theories about the uncanny - that which appears as the opposite of what is 

known and causes feelings of repulsion or distress, an uncomfortable presence creeping into the 

routine of ordinary life, projecting into grotesque characters something that is foreign to itself and 

one’s “double.” Otto Rank (1914), connecting the ‘double’ with shadows and guardian spirits, 

maintains that having been an assurance of immortality springing from the primary narcissism 

                                                           

8 In “The Ottawa Valley” she wrote: “The problem, the only problem, is my mother. And she is the one of course that I 

am trying to get; it is to reach her that this whole journey has been undertaken,. With what purpose? To mark her off, to 

describe, to illumine, to celebrate, to get rid, of her; and it did not work, for she looms too close, just as she always did. 

She is heavy as always, she weighs everything down, and yet she is indistinct, her edges melt and flow (SIB 246).  

 
9
 Considerations on the functioning of Verna in the mode the mother-figure in other stories are invited by the way 

Verna is called, by Marlene’s mother, “the poor thing,” which is the precise attribute given to the narrator’s mother in 

“Winter Wind” (SIBM 195) and in “Family Furnishings.” (HFC 96, 97)  



which dominates the mind of the child and the primitive man, the “double” becomes the uncanny 

harbinger of death. 

Death, evoked even in “The Found Boat” by the boys’ cry of achievement when putting  back in the 

water their find -“Here to the Watery Grave!” (SIB 125) - is often announced by a shadow.  

The shadow of Biblical origin
10

 is the connecting bond between the dyad gothic-mother- resisting 

daughter and the dyad uncanny schoolgirl-cautious peer, whom in the guilt and treachery which 

tinges their behaviours make Charlene or Helen the double of their distressing or appalling pals, 

Myra and Verna.
11

 The gothic mother of “Friend of My Youth” casts her stricken shadow to call 

attention,
12

 it becomes a “stricken presence” in “Family Furnishings” (HFC 96), Verna’s shadow 

could practically fall across [Marlene and Charlene’s] steps” (CP 77). The shadow of impending 

death threatens Myra and makes “Day of the Butterfly” (ironically located amidst the “Happy 

Shades” of the collection) a sort of unacknowledged overture to a long series of stories about the 

uncanny. 

What I am proposing is only a far-fetched interpretation that Munro in the first place would 

certainly disclaim because of what she said in an early interview:  

And the whole act of writing is more an attempt at recognition than of understanding 

because I don’t understand many things. I feel a kind of satisfaction in just approaching 

something that is mysterious and important. […] I believe that we don’t solve these things 

– in fact our explanations take us further away. (Jill Marjorie Gardiner, interview with 

Alice Munro in “The Early Short, 86) 

I shall not suggest any understanding but will recognize Munro’s own recognition and mere  

acceptance of how life goes when, rejecting an utterly pessimistic verdict on the evil in children and 

on human nature, in “Fathers” she calls “this matter of what molds or warps us,” “mysterious” and 

                                                           

10
 “Lo, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death I will fear no evil: for though art with me” 

<biblehub.com/psalms 23- 4 htm> 

11
 Verna, a shadow-like opposing self, in light of the fact that she will be murdered by Marlene and her conscious, 

visible ego (her ‘twin’ Charlene), to loom in guilt through their lives, reminds us of the double in the way the double 

was conceived in primitive societies – representing both the living person and the dead. This shadow survives the self, 

insuring immortality and thus functioning as a kind of guardian angel as well as a kind of threatening spirit. (see Rank, 

chapter 4). 

12
  Writing about  the letters by her dead mother she would find lying around the house, the narrator says “I would 

always look at them, try to read the salutation and the few sentences she had written, and because I could not bear to 

feel sadness I would feel an impatience with the flowery language, the direct appeal for love and pity. She would get 

more of that, I thought (more from myself, I meant), if she could manage to withdraw with dignity, instead of reaching 

out all the time to cast her stricken shadow” (24) 



“uncomforting,” but also “unaccusing” ( 71), or when in “Dear Life” she writes about not attending 

her mother’s funeral - like the narrator of “The Peace of Utrecht”(DHS 195) -: “We say of some 

things that they can’t be forgiven, or that we will never forgive ourselves. But we do –we do it all 

the time” (DL 319). 

Helen of “Day of the Butterfly will forgive herself for leaving Myra’s call for friendship unheeded, 

Juliet in “Soon” will forgive herself for disregarding her mother’s plea for prompt attention. 

“Gothic Mothers” and marginal, special children will coalesce and their meaning will melt and flow 

indistinct. And we’ll remain uncertain, as Munro probably expects, about the title “Dear Life”: does 

it convey distress as of a mother running to save her daughter from an imagined kidnapping?
13

 Or 

does it simply reveal affection and recognition for all the living things and people Munro has been 

writing about? 

 

                                                           

13
 The mother of the narrator of “Dear Life” used to tell a story involving her as an infant and perhaps a strange 

neighbour’s infant daughter. She read that daughter’s poems, whom she had never met,  in their town  paper, and in old 

age mused: “Perhaps that daughter, grown and distant, was the one she was looking for in the baby carriage. Just after 

my mother had grabbed me up, as she said, for dear life” (318)  
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“Chance, Soon, Silence.”  - CSS.   

“Child’s Play” - CP 

Dance of the Happy Shades – DHS 

Dear Life -  DL 

“Fathers.”  - F 

Friend of My Youth - . FY  

Hateship, Friendship, Courtship, Loveship, Marriage.  - HFC 

Lives of Girls and Women . –LGW 

Something I’ve Been Meaning  to Tell you - SIBM 

The Love of a Good Woman  -  TLGW 

The Progress of Love - POL  

Too Much Happiness - TMH 

Who Do You Think You Are - WDY  
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Abstract 

In the article “From “Day of the Butterfly” to “Dear Life” – Childhood and Adult Age 

Recollections,” moving from a high school student’s reading of “Day of the Butterfly,” I am trying 

to see how the theme of childhood recurs throughout Munro’s writing and possibly conflates with 

the theme of the “Gothic Mother.” 

Carrying ostensible implications of the motif of danger, failure to communicate and final coming to 

awareness and recognition, the themes of childhood and gothic mothers, intertwined or separate, 

could be occasion for sophisticated interpretations of Munro’s works. I stay simply at the reading of 

Sheila Munro’s Lives of Mothers and Daughters, a biography which illumines the impact of lived 

experience on Munro’s work of art. 

Laura Ferri 

 


